ABSTRACT
A Mobile Application which can save time, effort and money by giving tips and ways to reduce the tax to be paid are designed and implemented. The collected information contains all the details related to income tax from the Income tax department of India, and grouped them into an easy and compact application for the benefit of the every tax payers. This app is built using Android Studio IDE 2.2 released by the Google. This app serves as an easier way to access details and documentaries related to Income tax. It includes a tax calculator which makes it easier for the users to evaluate their own tax to be paid. In addition the application has a separate section which explains the ways of investing the income of the users in order to minimize their tax. It helps the people to reduce their tax and get good returns from their investments. It also contains the information regarding current affairs related to income tax. All the forms and official links to the official website of Income tax department of India are available.
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INTRODUCTION
An income tax is a tax imposed on individuals that varies with the income or any other taxable income of the taxpayer. In India, The Income Tax Law comprises The Income Tax Act 1961, Income Tax Rules 1962, Notifications and Circulars issued by Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT), Annual Finance Acts and Judicial pronouncements by Supreme Court and High Courts. It serves as the Government’s biggest revenue mobilizer. The persons who are taxable by the government includes individuals, companies, firms, association of persons, body of individuals, local authority and any other artificial judicial person.

The Ministry of Finance, Govt. Of India’s Revenue department governs The Indian Income Tax Department. The income tax collected is used by the government to fund the various needs of the people and ensure the development of our country in highly progressive manner. It is seen that only 2-3% of the Indians pay income tax. It is estimated that almost one-fifth of India’s annual gross domestic product (almost $1.9 trillion as of 2011) is lost due to unpaid taxes on the “black economy.”

Existing System:
Although, income tax payment is a blue eyed vision of people of cities, it is important to pay their taxes. There are developed apps for this scenario, but have equalized bane comments on them. Some of the already existing apps are, “hello tax”, “my t return”, “income tax calci”,” income tax return” and other apps are only given for guide basis.
Hello tax:
The app of hello tax has been rated as (3/5), has a certain disadvantages of bugs, and lags in time.

My t return:
The app next is “my t return”, it is the currently used app by the people and is rated as (3.2/5), it is not accessible offline and it just act as showcase for the income tax department.

Income tax calci:
The next app is,”income tax calci”, it is rated as (2.2/5) it is the app which only consists of calculator. It is rated bad because of its complexity in understanding the calculating terms.

Income tax return:
The next named app is,”income tax return” it is an updated version of income tax calci app. It contains the calculator and it has the way to know the transactions and has login & registration problems. This app has a highly rated disadvantage of slow pace, bugs, complexity of understanding and has difficulties in entering the datum.

These are the common set of disadvantages faced by the people who are using this app. Hence, our app has been programmed with the help of android studios software to overcome this set of disadvantages. Hence, the proposed app is said to be user friendly along to give a helping hand for the people and income tax department of India by giving more boon to the society.

Proposed System:
Android studio is an integrated development environment officially released by the Google for android platform development. It is available for download from the official android website, which comes with Android SDK and other SDK tools. This software provides a good development environment for the budding developers to create and experiment new android apps and such. It comes with built-in emulators for easy testing of apps. It is often being loaded with updates from the Google at regular intervals.

Easy Tax Approach:
Easy tax:

The proposed application provides an easy access to tax handling and its management in an efficient manner. It comes with great UI and provides supports for customers of all types. This app provides direct links to all the required official links and contacts regarding the Income tax. It includes toll free numbers, which can be used to get particular information directly from the office. You can directly login to the official website of The Income Tax Department using links provided in this app. The in-built tax calculator in this app can be used to find the payable tax of the users by providing their income information. Moreover, most of the functions used in this app are accessible offline, making it easy again for the users. Though there are many other existing apps in the market, this app stands apart from all others, as it is unique and has an easier and less complex structure and design. It can help the people to get to know the happenings in area of income tax. It gives detailed information about the current set of rules and acts established by The Income Tax Department of India. This app also features links for the nearby income tax offices in India. All the forms required for income tax payment is available in the links provided in the app. So, this app provides a whole compact pack for income tax handling and management.

Implemented results:

[ screenshots from the user interface of the android app, "easy tax"]:  
Home screen:
Tax Calculator info At Point:

Easy Tax

Tax calculator

- Gender: Male
- Annual income: 600000
- Other income: 0
- Fixed deposit: 10000
- Health insurance: 0
- Medical treatment expenses: 0
- Loan and tuition fees premium: 0
- Rent to be paid: 0

Your taxable income: Rs. 160000.0
1. Act to give effects on finance proposed by central govt for this year is being enacted by the parliament on 67th year of republic.

2. The net agricultural income shall be taken in to account in the manner of clause so that the total income is comprised in the total.

3. "gold deposit scheme,1999" deposit certificates to be issued under gold monetisation.

4. In case of foreign company engaged in business of mining of diamonds, no income shall be deemed through activities.

5. Companies established or to be incorporated in india, to be notified by section 7.

6. Amendment of section 10AA to be done.

Forms Available For Downloadways To Invest:

- INCOME TAX RETURNS
- WEALTH TAX RETURNS
- INCOME TAX FORMS
- CHALLANS
- DEMANDS, APPEALS, ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Advantages:

1. It is used to calculate the accurate amount of tax in a faster and a easier way.
2. It provides the information on current talks about all strategy.
3. The app gives ideas to invest the money in a safer manner in which the tax deduction is applicable.
4. The forms to be filled at the office are currently and easily available at the user interface.
5. It provides a way to apply for PAN/TAN cards online.
6. It helps to locate the office via Google maps.
7. The app explains all the acts passed at income tax office.
8. It provides a phone line connection for all types of queries, e-filling etc.
9. Income tax office registrations can also be done via this application.
Conclusion:
The tremendous growth in mobile application development is used worldwide today. Android mobile applications are evolving rich and fast user experience. The ultimate goal is to provide a successful user interface to the users in an efficient manner at ease. This app helps the people to clear their doubts and all issues related to income tax payment. It also gives a hand to income tax department. The app, “easy tax” gives the facility in tax calculation and gives a way to invest the taxes in which tax reduction is possible. It helps the user in applying for pan card for the tax payment. Easy tax provides the best hand for the users and as well as the country’s economic tax welfare. This app is most welcomed by the society in all ways. The well programmed app encourages people to rectify their doubts and pay their individual tax online. By this we conclude by saying, this short hand app en-routes the people’s view in paying tax and it provides all time support to income tax department of India.
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